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AMP with Ac6 tools
Introduction
In recent years, the trends for embedded multicore systems are toward heterogeneous asymmetric
multiprocessors system on chips (HMPSoCs) which combine two groups of cores where each has a different
instruction set architecture (ISA); we can find, for example, one group with microprocessors and another with
microcontrollers. This technology has many advantages since we can dedicate some cores for specific functions,
in addition to installing different operating systems on each core.
Furthermore, several studies have shown that using different cores with dissimilar hardware characteristics on
the same processor has many advantages; it brings better performances and lowers the power consumption
compared to homogeneous cores. However, Asymmetric Multi-Processor (AMP) systems present many
challenges to operating systems that should consider the shared hardware by implementing capable
synchronization algorithms. Moreover, schedulers must distribute processing load on each core proportionally to
its computing efficiency.
SoC architects, are creating mixed types of processing cores for complex systems to perform sophisticated
operations in an effective way, for example, we can find a SoC with a quad-core ARM Cortex-A53, two ARM CortexR5 and a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or another SoC with an ARM cortex-A7 and an ARM Cortex-M4.
The microcontrollers typically offer less processing power, but also consume less power and dissipate less heat
than the microprocessors.
These systems, in comparison with classical Symmetric Multi-Processing systems (SMP), present multiple
challenges especially in the development phase.

Figure 1-Software used on AMP cores

Embedded systems developers usually work with microcontrollers on bare metal or using a real time operating
system (RTOS). With these architectures, they need to be familiar with embedded Linux as it is implemented most
of the time on the microprocessors. So now the developer needs to get used to the Linux environment in addition
to shared resources management and AMP communication.
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System Workbench for Linux (SW4Linux) revolutionize the embedded Linux implementation and development. It
introduces a simple way to get started with Linux and create advanced systems. It is the simplest way for
developing all aspects. It is also compatible with all the eclipse-based microcontrollers development tools,
enhancing them with Linux development features; when combining them together in one environment we create
a perfect unified development tool for HMPSoCs.

AMP development tools
AMP system has several development components; we can split them in two sides: microcontroller side and
microprocessor side. We have shared resources in between. The usual tools provided for these systems are: a tool
for microcontroller development, a tool to handle shared resources and peripherals (generating intermediate
files) and a Linux distribution builder based on Yocto.
The tools provided for microcontrollers development usually work very well and the tool that manages the
peripherals is one of a kind, it generates the firmware in addition to configuring the system and the peripherals.
However, as some of these peripherals are shared between the two sides, Linux should be aware of these
configurations; in the best case you might only need to compile a device tree and to reconfigure the kernel.
Nevertheless, in other cases, you might need to rewrite some kernel modules and drivers.
These two things for a non-Linux expert might be a blocking point: Firstly, they require some knowledge to get
the right code and the right configuration, then the right command to compile and deploy it. Secondly, for kernel
modules development, you need to understand the Linux code structure and to use some special techniques and
files to get started with the development. Usually, a text editor is the only graphical user interface tool available
as there is not any intuitive integrated development tool (IDE) for kernel development.

Figure 2-Needed tools for HMPSoCs

On the other side, to use the microprocessors, you need to create a custom Linux distribution. Yocto is usually the
build system that allows creating and customizing it. However, a developer needs to learn how use it, and to get
used to these concepts; this is a very complex step especially for an embedded system engineer that is used to
develop systems for microcontrollers.
Once we have our distribution, we still need to develop our custom Linux application and for this part, there is no
standard way to do it.
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Embedded Linux Solutions
To run a Linux distribution on the microprocessors, we have two options, either use a prebuilt distribution or
create our custom one; nowadays the software designers tend to implement a custom distribution, as this will let
them have more control on the system and only provide what they specifically need.
Generating a distribution is not an easy step, it can be created manually, but in this case, it is time consuming, less
portable, hard to maintain and can’t be used to create complex systems; that is why it is not the recommend way
to go. It is better to use a Linux build system that automates the build of all the component from the bootloader
and kernel to the root file system. The most popular build systems for embedded Linux are Buildroot and Yocto,
open-source projects, but our choice is usually limited by the support of the embedded board, Buildroot support
less boards and Yocto is usually the reference build system provided by suppliers.
These two build systems, like most of other Linux tools, are created by and for “geeks”; they lack a very important
feature: a graphical user interface. Buildroot is based on makefiles and some configuration files that need specific
variables.
Yocto might look like a great solution when creating Linux distributions; it is a very powerful tool, regularly
updated and maintained and it provides all the needed features to generate a fully working Linux system.
Everything is represented by recipe files, which are written in a special scripting language “Bitbake” a python-shell
mix. They contain many variables that control the build and sometimes you need to define some functions and
tasks to tell the build system how to properly configure and build the package.
Yocto generates an SDK that contains the needed tools to develop user-space application for the built Linux
system, but Yocto, itself is not a development tool. Although there are some plugins that can be added to some
IDEs, it is not intuitive and most of the time the developers has to use some text editor for recipe or code
development and command line to build and debug the application.

System Workbench for Linux
SW4Linux was created to resolve the complexity of classical build systems tools and to provide more
functionalities for developers. It is a user-friendly eclipse-based IDE that provides a graphical user interface Linux
build system for embedded systems; it lets you, not only easily build your embedded Linux distribution, but also
develop, deploy and debug your application in a single environment.
In figure 3, you can see the difference between two definitions of a same package, on the left side, the SW4Linux
view, on the right side the yocto recipe. The advantage, besides displaying the information with an intuitive
interface, is that when there are some fields that need to be filled you do not need to guess which Yocto variable
has to be defined or in which format.
Each element of SW4Linux is basically an eclipse project. The most important one is called the platform project,
which defines the board, Kernel and lists all related packages. We provide default platforms for many boards from
popular SoC vendors.
Based on the default platform you can import custom packages from an online archive, local archive or folder, git
or a C/C++ eclipse project. When customizing the configuration of a package, you have all the options available
displayed in dialogs, helping you select an accurate configuration in the simplest way.
A developer encounters two challenges when working on embedded Linux. The first one is building the device
tree, especially complicated for a beginner, as it becomes used and modified a lot during the development
process; SW4Linux compiles it in just a few clicks. The second is deploying and debugging the application,
SW4Linux provides a debug environment tailored for each platform.
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SW4Linux is not only made for beginners in Linux development, but also for experts that work on modules and
driver’s development. Our tool support module development by creating module projects referring to a kernel
project to build and test them in a few steps with all the help of the powerful Eclipse environment.
It offers easy to use development experience, in order to avoid losing time to learn the new scripting languages
required for the traditional build systems. In addition, you can gain a lot of time by not having to re-configure the
environment to build Linux Kernel related elements, which are specific for each system. Additionally, it provides
functionalities that you cannot find in any other IDE.

Figure 3-Comparison of the busybox package definition, SW4Linux (left) vs Yocto (right)

Several types of programs must meet timing constraints, especially in the embedded systems domain. Therefore,
it is necessary to measure the execution time of some block of code. Ac6 tools provide a feature to simplify the
execution time measurement for a function written in C or C++. The tool adds a new feature that duplicates the
working project and injects some code to allow the measurement, based on custom or predefined measurement
methods, it will configure the system, do the measurement and the output data will be recovered automatically
using the debugger.
It is also possible to provide a function entry values sets, and it will perform the measurement for all the entry
data and repeated several times. This feature works with the Linux side of the application as well as the
microcontroller side.

Unified IDE for AMP systems
An ideal tool for HMPSoCs is a unified IDE that allows everything to be done in one easy to use environment.
SW4Linux is the perfect solution, which adds to the already existing tools, all the missing features. When merged,
we create the IDE that can handle the development, and build of all the aspects of theses architectures. Most of
the chipmakers build their development environment on top of eclipse; SW4Linux can be easily installed as a
plugin to add its features.
As shown in the figure 4, it adds the missing pieces, the first is to generate the Linux distribution so it can be
implemented on the microprocessors, the second is to provide development and debug tools that work with the
generated distribution.
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Figure 4-SW4Linux added features

Linux peripherals are managed using device trees; the device tree source (dts) is modified regularly during the
development phase; as peripherals are reconfigured repeatedly in embedded systems, the dts needs to be
recompiled using the device tree compiler and usually depends on other source files inside the kernel’s source
code. First, it must be copied inside the kernel build tree and then compiled using a command that needs specific
arguments. These steps are automatically handled by SW4Linux, and the device tree can be compiled in a few
clicks: when a device tree is detected in the workspace, it is possible to export it to a kernel build tree; after that,
you just select the kernel project, then compile the device tree by executing the device tree compilation task as
seen in figure 5.

Figure 5-Compiling a device tree

Furthermore, developing embedded Linux applications usually require accessing the hardware, which is only
possible from kernel space code, using either an in-tree or an out of tree driver module. The latter is the classical
way to do this or at least to develop the code before integrating it in the main kernel code. Developing kernel
space application was usually restricted to Linux experts; they use a text editor and sophisticated makefiles.
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SW4Linux introduces a new strategy for kernel module development, build and debug. It has features that allow
any embedded developer to write kernel code starting from a preconfigured project that is linked to some kernel
project, like device trees, making building it one click away. Furthermore, it has a code generator, based on values
provided in dialogs, that can generate the driver’s skeleton including most of the needed code structure.
This feature lets developing complex drivers easily and lets non-Linux experts doing advanced Linux development;
most important it saves a lot of time.

AMP development
Developing a Linux side application for the target is similar to developing a microcontroller application.
Firstly, we create a cross compiler eclipse project based on the default option available in CDT eclipse
environment; without the need to fill in the information about the compiler or the compiler path. All we have to
do is simply add the project to the working platform, and then project will automatically be configured to make it
compatible with the generated distribution. The compiler and the libraries are detected, and all needed
information is added to the project.
Building the cross Linux application is like any other eclipse project, press the hammer icon or right click on the
project and build it. It is the same way as you can build the microcontroller’s project; it is also possible to right
click on the project then build.
Communication between heterogeneous cores is necessary; this is done through an AMP messaging protocol
called OpenAMP (or an alternative).
On the microcontroller, the library is usually part of the microcontroller’s firmware; the protocol’s library just
should be included in the project.
On the Linux side, before starting the development, it is important to make sure that the protocol’s driver is
activated in the kernel. SW4Linux provides a feature to activate and deactivate kernel options with check boxes,
based on kernel configuration fragments; for AMP boards there is rpmsg which is the remote messaging driver.
The following figure shows the rpmsg driver enabled.

Figure 6-SW4Linux - Kernel Configuration menu
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The AMP communication driver, like any other driver, is accessed through a /dev special file (/dev/ttyRPMSG);
this driver makes it possible for user-space programs to send and receive AMP messages by reading or writing on
a virtual tty device, using standard write and read system calls.
On the microcontroller’s side specific functions of the OpenAMP library will allow to receive these messages, and
send answers or requests to the Linux side. This library typically is available either for bare metal programming
or, if the real-time critical part of the system is more complex, using a real-time operating system like FreeRTOS.
On the Linux side, SW4Linux makes Linux application’s development very simple and it looks like the development
of a microcontroller application as seen in figure 7.

Figure 7-Linux user space application

AMP simultaneous debugging
The project used for developing the Linux side application, can be deployed, tested or debugged, there is a new
Run/Debug option available, the “AC6 C/C++ Remote Debugging”; it will detect automatically the working
platform and provide the compatible settings and debugger. The only information that need to be filled manually
is the target’s IP address; SW4Linux needs it to find the target, transfer, install and execute the program, in
addition to staring the debugging server. All of this happens in a transparent manner to the developer, he will
only find the debugging session has started and there is a breakpoint at the entry of the main function.
For the microcontroller side, it will be based on the microcontroller specific development tool, each provider has
a different debugging setting, all we have to do is to launch the debugging session.
Using these simple steps, we will have a fully working system, ready to be used for developing the AMP
applications, on Linux the remote debugging session can be launched in a few clicks and the microcontroller
application’s debugging session, depending on the tools, will be launched in parallel.
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Figure 8-Two simultaneous debugging sessions on heterogeneous cores

In figure 8 above, we can see a screenshot of this unified IDE: on the left side we have the microcontroller
debugging session running with the application stopped on a breakpoint; on the right side we find the Ac6 Linux
remote debugging session with the code blocked on a breakpoint as well. In this specific application we have used
the OpenAMP protocol that provides the communication mechanism between the AMP cores and we have set a
breakpoint when sending or receiving messages.

Conclusion
As AMP heterogeneous SoCs are getting more popular embedded Linux is used more than ever; so being familiar
with both microcontroller and microprocessor sides is a must. Developers have to create applications for two
types of cores that require different programming skills. On the microcontroller side, development environments
are getting more intuitive and usually we have several options. On the other side, most of the development tools
for Linux are command line and requires Linux experts.
SW4Linux solve that problem, it introduces an intuitive eclipse-based build system, where it is possible to execute
most of the operations in a few clicks. Furthermore, it introduces a lot of development and debugging features,
for both user-space and kernel-space applications and brings advanced Linux development to all embedded
system developers.
The most important advantage for AMP systems, is that it is now possible to merge all development tools in one
unified IDE, which can be used to configure and develop the whole system in a single environment.
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